We have recently found that ihe hydrogen atom in a circularly polarized (CP) microwave field possesses an approximate dynamical symmetry and its bounded motion can be well described by a three-dimensional integrable ( 
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade considerable attention has been paid to the study of the ionization of Rydberg atoms in linearly polarized (LP) microwave fields [1, 2] . This is a nonintegable system that exhibits classically chaotic motion and has served as one of the paradigms for the study of "quantum chaos. " A related problem, of more recent interest, is the ionization of Rydberg atoms in the presence of circularly polarized (CP) microwave fields. A recent experiment [3] on microwave ionization of Rydberg (sodium) atoms has revealed a dramatic difference of the behavior in LP and CP fields. First, it was observed that the ionization threshold fields f," in CP fields are considerably higher than those in the LP fields. Further, the ionization thresholds in the CP fields obey the scaling law characteristic for the case of the classical hydrogen atom in the static field (Stark effect), i.e. , f,h = 1/cn o, where no is the principal quantum number of the hydrogenic initial state and c is almost a constant. Several recent theoretical studies [4, 5] of the restricted motion in the plane of the polarization of the CP field have shown that the classical motion is almost completely regular below the classical ionization threshold. This regularity of the Rydberg atom motion in CP fields is unexpected as the classical dynamics of the corresponding Rydberg systems in the LP fields can be "very chaotic. "
The motivation of this paper is twofold. First, we shall theoretically analyze the origin of the regularity of motion in CP fields. Second, we shall study the classical ionization threshold law for the case of hydrogen atom in CP microwave fields, providing a prediction for the constant c. In connection with this, we note that microwave ionization of atomic hydrogen in CP fields is currently being pursued experimentally.
Our prediction of the ionization threshold law is found to be in excellent agreement with the preliminary experimental results [6] .
We shall study the ionization of the enough. This regularity is the consequence of the approximate dynamical symmetry of the system, i.e. , of its nearintegrability [5, 7] . In a previous paper [7] we have discovered that the dynamical system with the Hamiltonian function 1 2 0= ---col +fx + (r +3z ) 2 r 18 is completely integrable. Let us name the systems corresponding to the Hamiltonian functions (1) and (2) as systems I and II, respectively. Note that the global topological structure of the phase spaces corresponding to two systems is quite difFerent. System II allows only bounded trajectories and since it is integrable, almost all its trajectories are contained in the invariant three-dimensional 1050-2947/95/52(2)/1358(13)/$06. 00
Qc 1995 The American Physical Society tori in the phase space. On the other hand, system I supports both bounded and unbounded (scattering, ionizing) trajectories. However, since 2 V=H H-", = (r +3z ), one might expect that for small enough co, e.g. , for the microwave fields that are of current interest in this study, the bounded trajectories of system I, located in the vicinity of the nucleus, can be well approximated by the (regular) Therefore the sets Q, Q", and Q, are all invariant under the transformation (E,C "Cz)~(E, C"-Cz -). According to Liouville s theorem [8] it I'cdllccs 'to a poillt. FloIn F . 1(b) ig. and 1(c) we see that the open regular set~~h se~~& as nonempty interand these intersections are bounded for 1(iC~(C Fig. 1 (x,y, p"p ) of the system IIc are obtained from the Eqs. (2) and (4) -5.
-10.
-15 Fig. 4(a) The invariant tori (one or two; see Sec. II A) that correspond to a given regular point (E,C i, C~) E Q"are implicitly defined by Eqs. (2) , (4) , and (5) Fig. 7 shows, for the case f, =1. 35, several SOS's of the two systems. We see that for higher to several invariant tori of (d) and (e) system I and (b) and (c) system II for the motion in the plane of the polarization (z =0, p, =0). The points from the set Q that correspond to tori (family m& ) of system II are shown in (a). The scaled energies of the tori of the system II are (b) E, = -2 and (c) E, = -1. The scaled field intensity is f, =2.67. All quantities are given in atomic units.
IV. DKTERMINATK)N 43I' IQNIZATIGN THRESHOLD FIELDS: ADIABATIC APPROACH
We treat ionization of the hydrogen atom by circularly polarized microwave Geld as an adiabatic process, i.e. , we energies E" the vicinity of the separatrix filled by tori of family w, not belonging to w", is larger [compare Figs. 7(c) and 7(e) ]. An extensive comparison of the SOS's for various values of parameters has shown that for all values of f, the set Q", practically coincides with Q, except for the narrow strip near the critical surface e][. Let the surface e", be the boundary of the set Q", . Our empirical comparison of SOS's has revealed that for any f, the portion of e", corresponding to lower energies, i.e. , E, ( -1.5 [or equivalently co( E)~(0.55] -practically coincides with e&, so that for these energies the critical surface e, corresponds to the boundary between bounded (regular) and unbounded (ionizing) motion of system I.
For higher energies the surface e". ;, curves away from the surface e, and the volume of the subset 8', g W", of the phase space 611ed with irregular and/or unbounded trajectories of system I becomes larger. assume that the hydrogen atom is initially prepared in the bound state with a given energy Eo & 0 (or principa 1 quantum number no = 1/Q -2Eo) and that the microwave field is slowly switched on. More precisely, the field intensity f is turned on adiabatically from zero to some final value fi during the time period T, i.e. , f(O)=O, f(t)=fi for t~T, and 0&f(t)/f i &&co for 0&t & T))1/co. However, the field switching time T is still much shorter then the quantum tunneling time scale. This is consistent with the experimental conditions.
From the standpoint of classical mechanics the initial state is then described by the microcanonical ensemble o 1 f uniformly distributed phase-space points on the energy shell Eo or, in other words, the probability distribution of the phase-space points (r, p ) in the initial state is dw(r, p)=constX5(E"-Ho(r, p))drdp, f dw=1, i.e. , the probability distribution of the phase-space points of the microcanonical ensemble Eq. (16) (18) - (20), since they are adiabatic invariants [8] .
Eventually, for some value of the field f, = f, (Eo, I"A,) the torus "breaks up" and the corresponding trajectories become unbounded; this is interpreted as the ionization of the hydrogen atom. Now we shall us the correspondence between the tori of systems I and II (see Sec. III):
given the values of the parameters f and co to any invariant torus of system I corresponds the nearby-lying invariant torus of system II, which has the same values of the actions. Therefore, to each initial invariant torus of the unperturbed hydrogen atom, i.e. , to each corresponding triplet (Eo, I"A,), we can associate a curve (E( f),Ci ( f),Cz(f ) ) (in the set Q, ) defined with the condition that the invariant tori (from the family w, ) that correspond to the points from that curve have the same values for action variables as the initial torus, i. (15), at the point (Si,S2,S&), thus locating the continuous curve (E(f),C, (f),C2(f)) in the set Q, together with the point f, at which the curve intersects the critical surface e, . If all points (E(f),C, (f), C2(f )) belong to the set Q", C Q "we identify the bifurcation point f, with f, .
Let us now fix the field intensity f, and the initial en-
To be consistent with the experiment we define the ionization threshold field (see Ref. [3] Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , corresponds to initial tori that have already been "broken" (or "ionized") for the field intensity less than f, , while the other subset corresponds to initial tori that will be broken for greater field intensities. Table   I .
In conclusion, we comment on the relation between our result and the experiments. In the experiment on the ionization of highly excited states of the sodium atom in circularly polarized microwave fields [3] , the threshold law f, h/16no obtained was close to the static-field case.
These ionization threshold fields are therefore considerably higher than those in the case of the linearly polarized field where f, h=1/3no. On the other hand, the threshold field for the hydrogen atom in linearly polarized field is I/9n0 [3] . Hence it was expected that in the case of the hydrogen atom and the circular field the threshold fields should be above I/9no and close to the static-field values. Our result is in accord with such expectations; moreover, it is in excellent agreement with preliminary experimental results [6] . Cz, =0. When f, )( -', ) the curves l"l2,13,o"oz and the segment F, A of the curve ez in Fig. 1 where a4(p, g)=p (1+4cos P+3cos P), az(p, P) = -~p sing cosg(1+cos P)+3f, p sing(1+ -" , cos P+ -" , cos P), a2(p, g)= -2f, p cosg(3+cos P 4cos -P)+ 'f, p (1-+13cos P+7cos P -21cos P) -2p(1+cos P -2cos P), a&(p, P)= ', f,p sin -P(1+cos P) 3f, p -singcosg(2+3cos2$ -Scos P) + -', p sinPcosP[ -, ", sin P+f, ( -" , cosP+15cos P~4
' cos P)] -3f,psing(1+3cos P -4cos P), ao(p, g) = f, p" sin icos P 9f,p cos -P sin P+2f p sin P cosg( 1+ -", f, cos P) 9f,p -sin P cos /+sin P, maps the set X onto the set of all critical points that belong to surfaces o "orz, e"and ez and for which C2, WO.
Finally, we have to give the formula for the critical curve lz. We first define the set Y&R as the set of all points (p, P) that satisfy the equation 
